
 

CANTOPE STANDARD POODLES              PET SALES CONTRACT 
10246 Old Shiloh Road    Phone:  705-228-1164   
Pefferlaw  ONTARIO     Email: cantope@cantope.ca 
Canada   L0E 1N0     Web:   www.cantope.ca 

It is accepted and agreed that  __________________________  purchase from Cantope 
Standard Poodles, one standard poodle puppy  - Micro-Chip Number 
________________________ whelped __________________ for the sum of $3,000.00 
(plus taxes & shipping) and under the following terms: 
      
1.  This animal shall not be used for breeding.   

2.  This animal is represented as a healthy, good quality animal, of proper general  
character and good temperament. 

3.  This animal’s health is guaranteed to be free from any inherited disease which 
impairs long life, good health, and full function as a pet.  If such an inherited defect 
should occur, and be diagnosed in writing by a qualified veterinary specialist, and 
confirmed by our veterinarian, the seller agrees to replace this dog.   If your poodle 
should become ill with unusual symptoms and your vet recommends extensive testing, or 
invasive surgery, or referral to a specialist, please contact us immediately.  With our 
poodle  experience, the knowledge of our line, along with the assistance of our capable,  
poodle-savvy vets, we can usually reduce the time to diagnose and thereby reducing the 
expense and speed up recovery of your poodle. 

4. The buyer agrees to follow the recommended vaccination protocol.  Over vaccinating  
will negate the health guarantee. 

5. Unless this agreement is voided and replaced by another upon reconsideration of this  
dog’s eligibility for breeding, the dog shall be neutered (male) after the age of one year or 
spayed (female) after her first season, depending on owner’s ability to care for a bitch in 
season.    Otherwise females can be scheduled for spay after 8 months of age, before their 
first season. 
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6.  If at any time ________________ can no longer care for this animal, the dog is  
to be returned to CANTOPE STANDARD POODLES, 10246 Old Shiloh Road,  
Pefferlaw, Ontario, Canada  L0E 1N0.  The breeder will re-home the dog. The  
purchase price, less breeder’s expenses, will be refunded.  Breeder expenses to  
include, but not be limited to, veterinary health check, boarding, food, advertising,  
and travel.  If the dog is given to a “breeder-approved” friend or family member,  the 
contact information of the new owner shall be provided to Cantope Standard  
Poodles.  Any new owner shall be required to follow the terms of this agreement.   

7.  This dog will be taken to, and trained in, at least one eight-week obedience course 
 prior to the age of two. 

8.  In signing this agreement, ________________________ acknowledges 
understanding and agreement to the above terms.   

SIGNED:    _______________________________________________ 
              CANTOPE STANDARD POODLES  

Buyer:  ______________________________________________ 
  Name:  ___________________________ 
  Street Address ___________________________ 
  City / Prov / PC   _________________________ 
  Telephone ____________________________ 
  E-Mail  ____________________________  

WITNESS:      _______________________     Dated: __________________________


